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Components for #61c full kit.
The upgrade kit do not contain the MC68B50P ACIA.

1x  PCB - 61c  - design files can be freely downloaded from EasyEDA.com

1x  DIP-24 socket
1x  DIP16 socket
2x  DIP-14 socket
1x  DIP-8 socket (optional)

1x  Compact Flash 44pin IDE adaptor
1x  MC68B50P ACIA
1x  Crystal Oscillator rec. 7.3728 Mhz
1x  74HCT138
0x  74HCT32 (optional)
1x  74HCT02

6x  100nF capacitors
1x  1k resistor
2x  10k resistors
3x  2k2 resistors
3x  4k7 resistors
3x  LEDs

1x  40 pin angled male connector
1x  6 pin angled male connector
4x  4 pin straight male connector
2x  3 pin straight male connector
3x  2 pin straight male connector
6x  jumpers
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Check that all parts are present. MC68B50P
(not in upgrade kit)

16-pin DIP

74HCT138

(2x) 14-pin DIP

8-pin DIP

74HCT02

Crystal
Oscillator
7.3728Mhz

24-pin DIP

40-pin angled male connector

6-pin angled
male connector

(4x) 4-pin male 
connector

(2x) 3-pin male 
connector

(3x) 2-pin male 
connector

(6x) 100nF
capacitor (104)

(3x) LEDs

Resistors
(1x) 1K – (3x) 2k2 – (3x) 4k7 – (2x) 10k

PCB, 61c

CF-IDE44 adapter

(6x) Jumpers
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Assembly

1. The sockets
Place the sockets and check that all pins are 
going through the holes. The notch on the 
sockets should be pointing to the left, as 
indicated by yellow arrows (not critical).

Some prefer to socket the oscillator, I would 
not recommend it because a good clock 
signal is important for a stable function of 
the module. I have added a 8-pin socket in 
the kit as an extra, remove the middle 4 pins 
(pin 2,3,6 and 7) by pushing the pins up 
before mounting on the PCB.

?

Secure the sockets with tape (masking tape) as shown 
to the right, turn around and solder the sockets. Start  
by soldering two of the opposite corners so the sockets 
are secured, then check that the sockets are laying flat 
before solder the other pins.
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2. Mount the angled male pins (red)
Use tape to keep them in place while
soldering

3. Add the straight pins (red) 
Use jumpers and tape to secure the pins 
while soldering.
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4. Add the capacitors (red)
Bend the legs on the capacitors to keep
them in place while soldering.

5. Resistors (red) 
The legs of the resistors can be twisted and 
they are secured in position before
soldering (see small picture).
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R4 = 1k
R5-R7 = 4k7

R1-R3 = 2k2

R8,R9 = 10k



6. Mount the LEDs (red)
Beware of the polarity of the LEDs. 
The longest leg of the LED is + and 
should be connected to +5V through a 
resistor. Polarity is indicated in yellow.

7. Crystal Oscillator (red) 
Be careful with the orientation of the
oscillator, and bend pins to secure while
soldering.

-
+

- +

-
+
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8. Mount CF-IDE adapter
Slide the adaptor onto the edge of the PCB so the pins of the adaptor aligns with the pads on
the PCB, then solder the adapter.

-
+

8Not used



9. Last step; insert the ICs and jumpers, be careful with the orientation of the ICs.
The notch on the ICs should match the notch on the sockets (yellow arrows)

CF-drive I/O 
address:
00-07
10-17 default
20-27
30-37

Serial I/O 
address:
80-87 default
90-97 
A0-A7 romwbw
B0-B7

!IOWR - !WR (default)

Source of clock signal
Internal CLK (default)
External CLK
Both may be jumpered, then
the internal CLK signal is 
feeding the bus.

!IORD - !RD (default)

+5V from the FTDI
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Schematics



10. Test the module.

If it works..... Congratulation J.

If it doesn’t work L.

• Check the jumpers are correct position, and the ICs and Oscillator are oriented
correctly.

• Examine all the solder joints for missing joints, weak joints, solder bridges.
• Check no short-circuits on the bus
• Check continuity from bus to ICs. (follow the traces in the schematic)
• Terminal port setup is correct (115200, 8, N, 1) Hardware flow control

(RTS/CTS)

I have made some trouble shooting guides on my homepage: www.Z80.no

• If you are stuck and can’t find the fault, contact me PM.
• If you screw up during the assembly process, contact me PM. 

karl@brokstad.no
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